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About This Game
Wield the power of a god in your fingertips. Your once faithful followers have revolted against you by renouncing their
faith and tearing down your temples. Unleash your wrath with the Almighty Finger and smite those heathens down! Play as
one of three Greek gods in three unique campaigns. Command the power of lightning as Zeus, the overwhelming force of the
seas as Poseidon, and the flames of the underworld itself as Hades. Tap the screen to send your almighty finger plummeting
down on your disloyal subjects. Tap furiously to pummel them, use your godly powers, or enlist the help of mythological
monsters to send them to the underworld! Watch the battlefield come to life you as unleash spectacular displays of power that
wipe out waves of enemies at a time. Unleashing the fury of a god never looked so good — all made possible with the stunni

Features:
360-degree environments
Famous greek idols
intuitive control by mouse
three campaigns
arcade strategy game
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Publisher:
Libredia
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2015
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While I really enjoyed playing this game, it is a quick one. I did not experience the problem with the corrupted save file. I liked
the sound effects, the graphics were fine. The only thing I am sitting here trying to figure out, is why I was searching for
carousel pieces that I never used.....buy it on sale.. Nusakana seems to have a little bit of everything - there's combat, crafting,
romance, exploration, loads of quests etc. It's not perfect, not by a long shot, but the devs really seem to have put their heart into
this game - they even made battle animations for god's sake! Amidst the horde of asset flipping, minimal devs Nusakana really
stands out, simply for how ambitious and hardworking the devs have been.
It's an openworld rpg with a fairly slow pace, but lots to do and discover.
For every good point, there is a downside however.
For example, the open world. On the plus side it gives you lots to see and do - on the downside, the map is woefully inadequate.
I spent about three in-game days wandering around the forest, panicking that I would run out of food before I found civilisation
again. There are also important locations I didn't discover for ages because I just didn't walk at the right spot on the edge of the
screen.
The english translation is also rather bare-bones, even for characters who should speak the player's language. (Again, the devs
have gone the extra mile - creating a pidgin language for the islanders to speak, but it's not quite as effective for english
speakers, as all the text is somewhat broken. It is comprehensible for the most part, but there were certain quests where I was
unsure exactly what I had to do due to the translation.)
I've also encountered a few bugs - such as the game crashing, or character sprites disappearing, or quest triggers not working
quite right. If you save often, and in multiple slots, it shouldn't be too much of a problem. Given the size of the game, it seems
understandable (it's not quite at Skyrim levels of glitchyness).
For the price, there's an almost absurd amount of replayabilty, and given all the effort the devs have put in I would have happily
paid a bit more.. The legend of bean is a cute rpg\/jrpg game by Windward_Birds, the graphics and sounds are what you come
to expect from an RpgMaker game, not bad, its has been done well, it does have some problems there though, the sound does
cuts out now and then.
Along with the sound i came across 1 other problem in the game, that was sometime you would find an npc, in your way and
you could not get past them, which was easy sorted, you would just leave that area through a door close by and re-enter and the
npc will have moved.
The combat is fast paced, the npc's dont wait for you they will just take their turn when it comes up, so be per-pair to be quick
on those fingers. Oh yeah and watch out for those pesky speeders, yep you heard me right, speeders. You will find some npc's
racing around the screen at break-neck speed, if you want to get past them just hit 2 button in the direction you want to go to
speed ur self up
The story is the usual fair of an jrpg, so dont be expecting anything ground breaking, but saying that it was a good story
So is the game worth buying?, well yes it is, its has a nice story, graphics and sound, what shines in this game is the fast combat
and the game only costs 2 pounds or 3 dollars, i give this game a solid 7.1\/10
Here is a vid to show you the game play https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AYOynbGuKhE. i love this game i love the jokes
my dad had a few games of this at home and i cant stop playing and is isnt repetive as other ganes. Don't listen to the negative
reviews. This game is awesome. It's got the best live action cutscenes I've ever seen in my entire life. Has multiple endings, and
because of it is replayable as heck. It's worth the price.. Very addictive game! Cannot wait to see what you come up with in the
future. ATTENTION, ATTENTION
I did NOT receive this product for FREE
I actually BOUGHT it while it was on SALE
And YOU should do that TOO, because it's a little GEM
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Thanks for listening.. I buy everything Matthew Brown puts out. Hasn't disappointed me yet. Nothing totally new about this
game, but it does manage to turn what could be an annoying tower defense mechanic in other games into a much more
entertaining puzzle than it rightly should be. The musical nuts and bolts holding this game together make it a must play. Be ready
for a challenge.. This is a pretty fun, super basic jrpg kind of game. Half the fun is the absolutely ATROCIOUS translation. I
mean its really bad, but in a hilarious way and its not quite bad enough that you dont know whats going on.
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Pretty fun tower defense game. Has electronic\/techno music. Somewhat rage inducing when trying to get perfects on levels..
Great app, best money ive spent in a while. After installing "FSX Steam Edition: Toposim South America" add-on I can't start
flight. I have error message "You computer has run out available memory..." when a flight starts to be generated.
I was looking for the cause of the error. Found that after removing 2 files error disappears:
- TOPOSIM_DEM_SouthAmerica_Peru_LOD7-11.bgl
- TOPOSIM_DEM_SouthAmerica_Venezuela_LOD7-11.bgl
Maybe it's not compatible with ORBX clobal & vector.
Please, fix this problem.. \u20ac PRICE \/ QUALITY
\u2610"IT'S A TRAP!"(Admiral Ackbar)
\u2611 "That'll do, pig. That'll do."(James Cromwell)
\u2610 "SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY!"(Philip J. Fry)
PC REQUIREMENTS
\u2611Minimum
\u2610Medium
\u2610High
\u2610 Extreme
GRAPHICS
\u2610Cheap
\u2611Acceptable
\u2610Masterpiece
GAME TIME (hours)
\u2610 0>2
\u2610 2>5
\u2611 5>15
\u2610 15>30
\u2610 30>50
\u2610 50>75
\u2610 75>100
\u2610 100>?
STORY
\u2610 None
\u2610Bad
\u2611Good
\u2610Amazing
DIFFICULTY
\u2611Simple
\u2610Easy to learn, hard to master
\u2610Hard
\u2610Blackhole (FiolaSoft Studio)
\u2610Impossible
BUGS
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\u2610Game itself is one big BUG
\u2610Bugs destroying the game
\u2610Bugs
\u2610Few little bugs
\u2611Perfect. Pretty hard, but its worth the price. Trading cards are hard to get aswell.
. Ersatz is a fast paced, speed based, platformer, with a ridiculously good soundtrack. The controls are really simple and
responsive, you have a jump button and a dash button. You can also press down mid-jump to terminate your jump and fall
straight down with a stomp attack.
The whole game is centered around the dash ability. You can dash over pits, through obstacles, kill enemies with it, and damage
bosses with it. Of course you also need to liberally dash everywhere in order to get a good rank on each stage. You have a dash
meter, you can dash 3 times in a row before having to wait for the meter to refill, the meter refills fairly quickly so you won't go
too long without the ability to dash. There are 8 levels in the game(with a whole mess of extras that open up when you beat it),
but each level gives you a rank based on your speed. In order to unlock the last level you must achieve at least a D rank on the
first 7 levels. You have infinite lives, and very liberal checkpoints, but each time you die 20 seconds get added to your time,
there are also heal stations sprinkled throughout the levels that add 2 seconds to your time for each point you heal(you have a
total of 6 health).
Level design in this game is spectacular, every level has a unique twist, with unique enemies, and unique environmental hazards.
You won't see anything repeat until the last level, which is kind of a mash-up of the first 7. The levels are challenging, but very
fair, and are all ludicrously fun to play.
The standout feature for me in this game are the boss battles. Every boss is super fun to fight, most of them will kick
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the first time you fight them, and you will curse as you watch your rating sink with each
time they kill you, but it is extremely satisfying when you learn their patterns and flawlessly beat a boss who seemed nearly
impossible when you first met them.
Ersatz is a phenomenal game and a must play for any fan of challenging, speed based, rythm platformers.
. I played 30 min of the game and then felt a strong urge to do a full clean Windows install to remove any trace of this software
from my HDD. It was my first indie\/early access attempt and it cost me months to gain the confidence to dive into another
indie title. Games like these strengthen the arguments of early access\/indie haters.. This game is terrible. Repetitive cutscenes
during gameplay, which is poor and more repetitive than re-runs of Dragonball Z. It is guaranteed that you will lose missions,
either due to friendly ai incompetence, or the lack of balanced gameplay. The story attempts what I can only imagine is some
alternate timeline because its full of ahistorical moments. I can't even remember the music, but the character audio is a weak
point of the game, which is a shame since the two main characters talk so damn much!
For reference, I played up to the 3rd-4th(?) mission before calling it quits for good. This game is way too repetitive, killing any
enjoyment I may have had.

Favorite moments of the game include:
-*After shooting down an enemy* "THAT'S ONE MORE LESS!"
-Spelling a P-38 Lightning "Lightening"
-Enemy planes can shoot at you regardless if you are behind, below, or beside them. This includes any aircraft that had forwardfiring only weapons.
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